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Enrolment Staff FTE Budget
Normalized 345.000 Custodial 1.750000 Salaries $1,934,317 90%

Weighted 352.711 Exempt 0.000000 Supplies, Equip., Services $209,923 10%

Regular 345 Support 1.607000

Teacher 14.701000

Year Opened 1960 Total 18.058000 Total $2,144,240 100%

School Philosophy
At Grandview Heights we are preparing our students for post-secondary studies and helping to nurture the citizens and leaders of tomorrow.  We do this by emphasizing
academic excellence in the core subjects of English Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, and French; fostering critical, creative and rigorous thinking;
promoting good character and leadership in all our students; promoting global, local and environmental citizenship through education and through active engagement. Our
students and teachers use the most current technologies to develop 21st century literacy skills, and we balance our academic rigor with strong arts and physical education
programs. Our mission is to empower all students to succeed, to embrace diversity and to encourage lifelong learning.

Community Profile
Grandview Heights School, located in south-west Edmonton, serves students from Grandview Heights as well as other communities. The majority of our students come from
outside the community boundary. They are attracted by the small student population, strong academic program, dedicated staff, and positive, supportive learning
environment. The school population is stable at its maximum of 350 students. Student success can be attributed to a strong partnership between the home, school and
community.

Programs and Organization
Grandview Heights School offers regular programming for students in Grades 1 - 9, and French as a Second Language is taught in Grades 4-9. To balance a student's
educational experience, Instrumental Music (Band) and a variety of full-year options are offered as part of the junior high program.

The   is for junior high students who meet entrance criteria prior to entering the program in Grade 7. This program provides more minutes perAcademic Alternative program
week in the four core subjects and French as a Second Language. Eligible junior high students will take a three-year (Grade 7, 8, 9) accelerated mathematics and science
program and receive credits for Science 10 and Math 10C. 
 

School Community Relationships
We would like to acknowledge the following community members who have helped to foster the growth and success of our students:

Alberta Health Services| Alberta Opera| Alien Inline| CapitalCare Grandview| Department of National Defense| Edmonton Public Library (EPL)| Grandview Heights Community
League| IoT Mindworks Inc

https://www.epsb.ca/programs/teachingphilosophy/academicalternative/
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1.  
2.  
3.  

Division Priorities 2018-2022

Foster growth and success for every student by supporting their journey from early learning through high school completion and beyond.
Provide welcoming, high quality learning and working environments.
Enhance public education through communication, engagement and partnerships.

Based on the three SMART goals that were established for 2021-2022, report on the results you achieved (with evidence, including referencing the school's Alberta Education
Assurance Measure results (formerly the Accountability Pillar results) and describe how achievement of the goal supports the above Division Priorities that were in effect when the
goal was set.

By June 2022, more STUDENTS will demonstrate growth and achieve student learning outcomes in Literacy and Numeracy as indicated on a school developed
survey and measured on PATs, CAT4, Progress Reports, Reading Levels, HLATs. (Also Priority 2,3)

We plan to meet this goal through the following approaches:
Teachers will continue to provide and create more opportunities for students to demonstrate their learning, with an emphasis on Literacy and Numeracy
Teachers will provide more opportunities to use triangulation to assess student progress through observation, conversation, and products (Fair Assessment Practice)
Teachers will continue to deepen learning in technology/other tools to support documentation of student progress and to inform teaching and learning

Results Achieved:
100% of teachers report more opportunities for students to demonstrate and triangulate their learning.
Alberta Education Assurance Measures survey continues to indicate "excellent" education quality with a score of 96.9% compared to a provincial average score of 89.0%.
94.8% of students were at or above grade level in reading.
99.7% of students are at or above grade level in writing as indicated by the HLAT
Grade 9 students left the school with an average grade level of achievement of 11.9+ in reading, 11.9+ in mathematics, and 11.9+ in computation and estimation as
measured by the CAT4.
Grade 6 students completed the year with an average grade level of achievement of 8.9 in reading, 8.9 in mathematics, and 8.9 in computation and estimation as
measured by the CAT4.
100% of grade 6 students reached the acceptable standard in all four core subjects as measured by the PAT.
87.9% of grade 6 students reached the standard of excellence in ELA (provincial average 22.3%) as measured by the PAT.
Over 91% of grade 9 students reached the acceptable standard in all four core subjects as measured by the PAT.
70.7% of grade 9 students reached the standard of excellence in math (provincial average 16.1%) as measured by the PAT.
Division Feedback Survey (grades 4-9) indicated that 94% of students feel they "have opportunities to show what I am learning", up from 92% previously.  87% of students
indicated that "I feel I get the help I need for my learning" and 91% indicate that their teachers support them in using technology for learning.
82% of junior high students achieved honours standing as indicated by the school progress reports.

By June 2022, STUDENTS needing additional academic and/or mental health support will demonstrate an increase or maintenance in their Literacy and Numeracy
learning outcomes as indicated on a variety of measures: Progress Reports, CAT4, Resiliency data, PATs, Reading Levels, HLATs (Also Priority 1, 3)

We plan to meet this goal through the following approaches:
Intervention plans for students identified as needing additional support (academic and/or well-being).
Catchment literacy/Numeracy project.
Quarterly student intervention meetings.
Staff Professional Development: Resiliency, Anti-Racism and Discrimination, CAT4, Mental Health

Results Achieved:
11 intervention plans were put in place as a result of the quarterly intervention meetings.
All staff took part in resiliency training with Dr. Ungar.
All staff reported and analyzed numeracy and literacy levels obtained through the catchment-wide project.
Grandview Heights teachers acted on the data that was generated by the catchment literacy/numeracy project.
Staff collaboratively set goals based on CAT4 data.
Full-school mental health professional learning was conducted.
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By June 2022, TEACHERS, STUDENTS AND PARENTS will deepen their knowledge about First Nations, Metis, and Inuit for the benefit of all students, as indicated
on a school developed survey (Also Priority 1,2)

We plan to meet this goal through the following approaches:
FNMI Lead teacher/consultants/Elders continue providing PD for staff 
Meeting the TQS competency through staff collaboration, FNMI resources, whole school learning/activities
Teachers will develop more learning opportunities for students to develop knowledge and understanding of the histories, cultures, contributions, perspectives, experiences
and contemporary contexts 
Additional staff PD in Anti-Racism and Discrimination, and Resiliency
School participation in "Legacy School Reconciliation" (Downie and Wenjac call to Action)
All Parents will be provided opportunities for participating/learning  (FNMI resources, information/communication, Blanket Exercise, Resiliency Workshop, Schoolzone)
A focus on the well-being and academic success of our students who have identified as First Nations, Metis, and Inuit (OECD strategies: high-quality teaching, tailored
support, active involvement of families, regular monitoring)

Results Achieved:
All staff engaged in learning opportunities provided by FNMI consultants and Elders.
The school participated widely in the Downie/Wenjac call to action.
Regular check-ins with First Nations students were held.
OECD-identified strategies were identified and enacted.
Staff created lessons, and activities to support student learning of historical and cultural understanding such as the Project of Heart, Downie Wenjack Foundation guest
speakers, and presenters.

What were the biggest challenges encountered in 2021/22?
The ongoing COVID pandemic prevented some activities like the resilience workshop.
Grandview School used its resources to develop and provide online opportunities for all students during learning interruptions.
Cohorting was maintained until March. As a result, social interaction and friend groupings were impaired.
No organized sports and clubs were conducted at Grandview. 
Roles for volunteers at the school were severely curtailed.
Despite these challenges "citizenship" and "parental involvement" both remained in the "excellent" range on the Alberta Education Assurance Survey.
The ongoing challenge will be to address interrupted learning and student anxiety, both related to COVID.
Staff found it difficult to access professional learning because much of it was modified or curtailed because of the pandemic.

What are the implications from 2021/22 that will impact your current year plan?
It is clear that more resiliency work is required. Answering questions like "how do I face challenges?" are fundamental to student growth and development.
Some evidence indicates that students will need help re-establishing healthy relationships.
Anti-racism education must continue until this work is firmly engrained in the culture of the school.
The shifts between online and in-person over the last two years enhanced the technological skills of both students and staff. Grandview Heights School has enhanced its
capabilities which will allow it to shift more easily if required in the future. This same capacity allows us to have a richer digital experience for students in the classroom.
At the same time, it is important to note that the majority of students (80%) said they learn best in person when queried on the Division Survey. (15% said they learned best
with a combination of online and in-person, and only 4% said they learned best in an online-only environment.)
Our efforts to enhance support for diverse learners must be continued.
Our excellent "education quality" rating strongly indicates that Grandview Heights was able to provide the education that families expect and deserve despite the pandemic.
This is important for the future as public health concerns will continue.
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Assurance Domain Measure
Grandview Heights School Alberta Measure Evaluation

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average

Current
Result

Prev Year 
Result

Prev 3 Year 
Average Achievement Improvement Overall

Student Growth and 
Achievement

Student Learning Engagement 88.9 91.2 n/a 85.1 85.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Citizenship 91.4 84.3 89.0 81.4 83.2 83.1 Very High Maintained Excellent

3-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 83.2 83.4 81.1 n/a n/a n/a

5-year High School Completion n/a n/a n/a 87.1 86.2 85.6 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Acceptable 96.4 n/a 98.1 67.3 n/a 73.8 n/a n/a n/a

PAT: Excellence 78.8 n/a 78.5 18.0 n/a 20.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Acceptable n/a n/a n/a 75.2 n/a 83.6 n/a n/a n/a

Diploma: Excellence n/a n/a n/a 18.2 n/a 24.0 n/a n/a n/a

Teaching & Leading Education Quality 96.9 90.5 89.4 89.0 89.6 90.3 Very High Improved Significantly Excellent

Learning Supports
Welcoming, Caring, Respectful and Safe 
Learning Environments (WCRSLE) 91.5 89.2 n/a 86.1 87.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Access to Supports and Services 84.9 74.6 n/a 81.6 82.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Governance Parental Involvement 88.6 80.6 83.4 78.8 79.5 81.5 Very High Maintained Excellent

Notes:
1. Data values have been suppressed where the number of respondents/students is fewer than 6. Suppression is marked with an asterisk (*).
2. Caution should be used when interpreting high school completion rate results over time, as participation in the 2019/20 and 2020/21 Diploma Exams was impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In the absence of Diploma Exams, achievement level of diploma courses were determined solely by school-awarded marks.
3. Participation in the Provincial Achievement Tests and Diploma Exams was impacted by the fires in 2018/19, as well as by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2019/20, 2020/21 and the January 2022 

Diploma Exam administration. 2019/20, 2020/21 and 2021/22 are not included in the rolling 3-year average. Caution should be used when interpreting trends over time.
4. Aggregated PAT results are based upon a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence). The weights are the number of students enrolled in each course. Courses 

included: English Language Arts (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Français (6e et 9e année), French Language Arts (6e et 9e année), Mathematics (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), Science (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE), 
Social Studies (Grades 6, 9, 9 KAE).

5. Security breaches occurred over the last few days of the 2021/22 PAT administration window. Students most likely impacted by these security breaches have been excluded from the provincial 
cohort. All students have been included in school and school authority reporting. Caution should be used when interpreting these results.

6. Aggregated Diploma results are a weighted average of percent meeting standards (Acceptable, Excellence) on Diploma Examinations. The weights are the number of students writing the 
Diploma Exam for each course. Courses included: English Language Arts 30-1, English Language Arts 30-2, French Language Arts 30-1, Français 30-1, Mathematics 30-1, Mathematics 30-2, 
Chemistry 30, Physics 30, Biology 30, Science 30, Social Studies 30-1, Social Studies 30-2.
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Division Priorities 2022-2026

Build on outstanding learning opportunities for all students.
Advance actions towards anti-racism and reconciliation.
Promote a comprehensive approach to student and staff well-being and mental health.

The following SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Time-framed) goals have been established for the 2022-2023 school year (referencing the Division’s Priority
number that the goal supports). All Schools will set at least two goals; one goal must be in support of Priority 1 of the 2022-2026 Strategic Plan. Schools will set a second goal that
can be in support of any priority area, and schools can choose to set a third goal if desired. Central DU’s will set at least two goals in support of any of the priorities of the 2022-2026
Strategic Plan, and can choose to set a third goal if desired.

select a priority...

select a priority...

By June 2023, more students will demonstrate growth and achieve learning outcomes with a specific focus on literacy and numeracy.  Interim measures will be in
place throughout the year to track student academic progress. This will be accomplished by collaborative work designed to improve and enhance teaching and learning
specifically in these areas. We will measure this with a school-developed survey, reading levels, PATs, CAT4, Progress Reports, CC3, LeNS, and HLATs.

We will achieve this by:
timely use of data to track successes and challenges
professional learning related to the new Program of Studies
intervention plans for students at-risk in these areas
using technology/other tools to inform teaching and learning
targeted intervention for ELL students with locally developed programming
creating more opportunities for students to demonstrate their learning in literacy and numeracy
transition planning focussed on literacy and numeracy data to support student success

By June 2023, teachers will deepen their understanding of the Division’s Anti-Racism and Equity Action Plan to promote meaningful, long-term systemic change.
Teaching and learning will reflect anti-racism and equity as teachers inform their practice through professional learning and their own professional growth. We
will measure progress through anecdotal evidence from students, parents and families, the Division Feedback Survey, and the Alberta Education Assurance Results. As well
as the number of opportunities for parents and families to participate in this work will be examined.

We will achieve this by:
structured and purposeful professional development involving Division consultants
critically review how our school resources represent diversity
creation of focused lessons and classroom opportunities to advance actions to make systemic change
parents and stakeholders will be engaged in the work of making change through opportunities for dialogue and workshops 
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2022-23 Spring Proposed 2022-23 Fall Revised

Resources 2,111,956 2,144,240

Internal Revenue 0 0

REVENUE TOTAL 2,111,956 2,144,240

Classroom 12.870000 1,323,448 12.701000 1,306,069

Leadership 1.799000 229,717 2.000000 251,210

Teaching - Other .000000 0 .000000 0

Teacher Supply .000000 120,000 .000000 94,150

TOTAL TEACHER 14.669000 1,673,165 14.701000 1,651,429

(% of Budget) 79.22% 77.02%

Exempt (Hourly/OT) .000000 16,000 .000000 16,000

Support 1.407000 89,583 1.607000 103,260

Support (Supply/OT) .000000 25,000 .000000 25,000

Custodial 1.750000 113,628 1.750000 113,628

Custodial (Supply/OT) .000000 25,000 .000000 25,000

TOTAL NON-TEACHER 3.157000 269,211 3.357000 282,888

(% of Budget) 12.75% 13.19%

TOTAL STAFF 17.826000 1,942,376 18.058000 1,934,317

(% of Budget) 91.97% 90.21%

SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES 130,620 148,749

INTERNAL SERVICES 33,960 55,174

OTHER INTEREST AND CHARGES 5,000 6,000

TOTAL SES 169,580 209,923

(% of Budget) 8.03% 9.79%

TOTAL AMOUNT BUDGETED 2,111,956 2,144,240

Carry Forward Included 0 0

Carry Forward to Future 0 0


